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I INTRODUCTION
The Medical Experiments Program conducted by NASA as a part of Project
Apollo involves the measurement of various physiological phenomena
under conditions imposed by the Apollo flight environment.
Spacelabs, Inc. was contracted to design, develop and manufacture flight -
rated equipment necessary to perform tour of the in-flight physiological
measurements.
The Medical Experiments System consists of:
Phonocardiogram Subsystem (PCG)
Electroencephalogram Subsystem (EEG)
Vectorcardiograph Subsystem (VCG)
Thoracic Blood Flow Measurement Subsystem (ZCG)
All of the above systems with the exception of the Electroencephalogram
are concerned with the measurement of cardiac activity. The Phonocardio-
gram detects Korotkow sounds, the Thoracic Blood Flow Measurement System
determines thoracic impedance variations, while the Vectorcardiograph
System provides a vector representation of standard Electrocardiogram
signals. The Electroencephalogram System detects and provides a measure-
ment of the well-known brainwave activity.
The system is powered by a common power supply, which was contracted
for development as a part of the VCG Subsystem.
The Contract was awarded to Spacelabs, Inc. in December of 1.965, and
the design, development, and production of the system was completed
in august of 1968.
Inasmuch as the program was conducted over a e-1/2 year period and
involved the development of four individual subsystems, it is difficult
to easily present a concise view of the Contract performance and results.
As a consequence, the report is divided into sections, each of which
independently discusses one particular aspect of the total effort. The
Program Chronology, which precedes the technical, content of the report,
highlights the major program events and serves to provide a brief over-
view of the program.
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PII PROGRAM CHRONOLOGY
The Program Chronology which follows is a narrative of the month-by-month
progress of the program. Because detail would be difficult to hold in
perspective, the presentation has been limited to a brief discussion of
the highlights.
December 1965
The Contract was awarded in December of 1965. Immediately following
award of the Contract, preliminary Systems Engineering was initiated
with major emphasis on design and development of the PCG Subsystem. The
development- schedule for the PCG Subsystem was accelerated in order to
meet scheduled flight requirements.
Early in the program, management and production plans were prepared for
submittal to NASA.
January 1966
Early in January, the prototype PCG transducers were delivered, and
fabrication of the qualification test units was well underway. Production
deliveries were scheduled to begin on March 15, immediately following
completion of the qualification testing. 	 j
Subsystem and circuit analysis on the remaining subsystems progressed
according to schedule, and together with preliminary product design were
II-1
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scheduled for a preliminary Design Review early in February. Of major
concern during this period was the definition of the subsystem harness
configurations and performance parameters.
February 966
The temperature requirements for the PCG transducer, resulted in a
fabrication problem. The material exhibited an instability at elevated
temperature. A Materials Consultant was called in to discuss the instability
and the fabrication techniques in an effort to solve the problem. In view
of the fact that a different material suitable for use on the Apollo
Program could not be located, an Engineering Change Proposal was submitted
to NASA recommending a maximum temperature of 1200 . By limiting the
temperature to 1200 , the stability problem no longer existed. As a result
of these problems, a schedule slippage occurred which delayed the estimated
completion of qualification testing to the middle of April. This forced a
change in the delivery of the initial production units.
During this period, considerable effort was expended on the definition of
production harnesses for the other subsystems. Final circuit and product
design of these systems was in progress. Fabrication of the deliverable
breadboards was in progress and on schedule.
March 1966
Problems continued to plague the development of the PCG Subsystem after a
solution to the materials problem discussed above. Additional pio6ram
II-2
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delays were experienced due to delayed dclivery of Special Test Equipment
required for the production acceptance test. This particular problem
resulted in approximately one month of schedule delay. During this time,
other methods of evaluating the transducer calibration were pursued jointly
with NASA technical personnel.
Definition of the remaining subsystems, including the overall mechanical
configuration and harnesses, was being pursund with the cooperation of NASA
technical personnel.
A technical meeting with the Principal Investigator, the NASA Technical
Monitor., and Spacelabs representatives was held at the University of
Minnesota to discuss the problems associated with, and the general progress
of, the ZCG Subsystem.
Aril 1966
During April, the PCG pro'lems continued to have a detrimental effect on
delivery schedules. Several housings were supplied to NASA for evaluation.
Additionally, an annealing process was incorporated into the fabrication
technique in order to minimize the dimensional instability exhibited by the
transducer housing.
The calibration equipment necessary for the PCG production acceptance test
was received and development of a special adapter was initiated.
II-3
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IA Program Design Review Meeting was geld on April 13 and 14, during which
the construction inaL•erial.,. and fabrication processes relative to the PCG
were examined in detail.
Design of the BEG Subsystem was completed and most of the ttocument-ation
required by Contract had been submitted to NASA for apt oval.
During the April Design Review, considerable discussion of the calibration
technique employed in tho VCG Subsystem resulted in a tentative decision
on the part of NASA to incorporate a change. Changes in the ZCG
calibration requirements were also discussed in detail, and as a result it
was decided that Spacelabs would submit an Engineering Change Proposal
defining the changes necessary to the Equipment Specification to accomplish
the equipment- modification.
Evaluation of the VCG Subsystem by the Principal Investigator began.
ZCG breadboard subsystems were delivered to both the Principal Investigator
and the NASA Technical Monitor.
May 1966
The PCG transducer entered qualificof-"'on ^Ur ng May. In order to expedite
delivery, an attempt was made to obtain a certified statement as to the
nutrient characteristics of the bonding material being used in the
transducer. In the absence of a certification, the transducer would have to
be subjected to a 28-day fungus test.
I
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Production of the BEG prototype was temporarily stopped by NASA direction
pending an investigation into the bandwidth/noise trade-offs. An attempt
to widen the bandwidth to increase the versatility of the signal conditioner
was contemplated by NASA. However, should the increased bandwidth result in
a significant- increase in noise, the Specification would remain as originally
written.
During this period, NASA deleted the EEG harness requirement in order to
permit additional time to study the problems inherent in its design.
An Engineering Change Proposal was submitted, which redefined the Equipment
Specifications. Its effect on the VCG and ZCG Subsystems amounted to
changes in the calibration technique, certain of the performance specifications,
and the packaging configuration.
June 1966
Qualification of the PCG transducers was completed and post-qualification
examination concluded.
Three p:.-oduction PCG transducers were delivered and the remaining seven were
in production and on schedule.
The VCG Subsystem breadboard was returned to Spacelabs for modification in
accordance with an arrangement agreed upon by NASA, the Principal Investigator
and Spacelabs.
TI-5
Component procurement dif • iCUlties resulted in completion delays of the August 1966
prototype EEG unit.	 Components used in the EEC, were scheduled for The PCG Qualification Report was completed and scheduled for delivery to
delivery in sufficient time to meet schedule; however, the manufacturer NASA the following month. 	 Additional testing of the test specimens was
lost an entire lot, and as a consequence the schedule slipped approximately completed successfully, and it was concluded that the equipment operated
30 days., properly in the required humidity environment. 	 Five additional PCG
transducers were fabricated and delivered to NASA.
The ZCG Subsystem was nearing redesign completion and the breadboards were
being modified to incorporate the changes proposed in Engineering Change
o
The EEG Subsystem prototype and qualification units were acceptance tested.
Proposal No. 5. During the acceptance test, it was noted that the input impedance of the
amplifier was out of specification.	 A series of tests were conducted, and
July 1966 it was determined that capacitive feedback to the amplifier occurred as a
Five production PCG transducers were delivered in July in sufficient time result of the physical. layout of the package.	 An analysis of the problem
to prevent jeopardizing flight schedule or experiment status.	 Additional concurred with empirical results and a decision was made to redesign the
transducer production was stopped in accordance with the Technical Monitor's EEG package.
instructions, and the fabrication of two test specimens was initiated.
^
Testing and modification of both the VCG and ZCG breadboards continued
Additional testing was considered necessary to solve questions relative to
during the month of August.	 The final redesign of the VCG packaging was
the performante of the transducer under conditions of severe humidity.
initiated and the packaging effort on the ZCG was completed.	 Material
Due to the airline strike which occurred during this month, time was lost procurement for the entire program was reinitiated and the Program
during the shipment of the VCG breadboard system to the Principal Schedule was updated.
Investigator.	 The ZCG Subsystem breadboards were returned.to Spacelabs for
modification.	 Documentation effort on both the VCG and the ZCG continued. September 1966
During this period,, Design Acceptance Test Procedures were submitted for Conclusion of the PCG effort occurred in August, and final approval of the
approval. Qualification Test Report was pending.
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AMu L 1966
The PCG Qualification Report was completed and scheduled for delivery to
NASA the following month. Additional testing of the test specimens was
ed successfully, and it was concluded that the equipmentomplet	  	 operatedi p	
properly in the required humidity environment-. Five additional PCG
transducers were fabricated and delivered to NASA.
The EEG Subsystem prototype and qualification units were acceptance tested.
During the acceptance test, it was noted that the input impedance of the
amplifier was out of specification. A series of tests were conducted, and
it was determined that capacitive feedback to the amplifier occurred as a
result of the physical layout of the package. An analysis of the problem
concurred with empirical results and a decision was made to redesign the
ECG package.
Testing and modification of both the VCG and ZCG breadboards continued
during the month of August. The final redesign of the VCG packaging was
initiated and the packaging effort on the ZCG was completed. Material
procurement for the entire program was reinitiated and the Program
Schedule was updated.
September 1966
Conclusion of the PCG effort occurred in August, and final approval of the
Qualification Test Report was pending.
.	 1
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The EEG Signal Conditioner was repackaged and two prototypes were fabricated.
The VCG breadboard was resubmitted to the Principal Investigator. The
package design of the DC-DC Converter, which was contracted as a part of the
VCG Subsystem, was in the final. stages of package design.
Fabrication of acceptance and qualification test units was in progress, and
additional documentation was being prepared for submittal to NASA.
During the month of September the NASA Quality Assursr.?ce Representative
visited Spacelabs to discuss various contractual items. Qualification
requirements were definitized, and the disposition of particular components
was determined.
October 1966
Engineering evaluation of the prototypes, which were fabricated subsequent
to repackaging, was nearing completion.
The VCG breadboard subsystem was completely modified in accordance with
NASA instructions and returned for evaluation and approval. Final package
design of the DC-DC Converter was completed. Engineering drawings were
released to Operations for preparation of production procedures.
The ZCG Subsystem drawings and Parts Lists were also released to Operations
in preparation for production. Pre-delivery Acceptance Test Procedures were
completed and submitted to NASA for approval.
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}November - December 1.966
The EEG prototype units were completed and the prototype signal conditioners
were scheduled for shipment in January. The VCG and ZCG Subsystems were
being redesigned to reflect the requirements of NASA Modification No. 9.
At this time, the final requirements for the DC-DC Converter were still
under consideration, and as a consequence further design effort was held.
January - February 1967
The EEG prototype units were shipped and fabrication of the qualification
units was nearing completion.
The VCG breadboard was shipped early in January and system approval was
received late in January for the configuration defined by NASA Modification
No 9
The DC-DC Converter was redefined by NASA Modification No. 9, and sub-
sequently by NASA Modification No. 12. Design changes and document
modifications reflecting these changes were in progress.
System approval for the ZCG configuration reflected through NASA Modification
No. 12 was granted late in January and final design was underway.
March 1967
The EEG Signal Conditioner was in acceptance test and details of the
qualification testing were being established.
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Final design of the VCG Subsystem was completed and modification of system
drawings and documentation was underway. Final procurement of components
for the fabrication cycle was initiated.
Electronic design of the DC-DC Converter was completed and packaging design
was in progress„ Completion of drawings and documentation associated with
the Converter was scheduled for April.
Technical difficulties during the redesign of the ZCG resulted in some
delays. However, these problems were resolved and final product design
was nearing completion.
April 1.967
Progress toward completion of the manufacturing data requirements continued
throughout the month of April on all subsystems.
Ma 
The completion of reliability analysis for the ZCG Subsystem, and quotes on
qualification testing for the
the fact that the VCG and the
ct,-nplet-ed near the same time,
simultaneously.
Difficulties were encountered
DC-DC Converter, and design m
EEG; and VCG, were beig reviewed. In view of
EEG qualification units were scheduled to be
it was ;Manned to qualify these systems
with the EMI requirements relative to the
Ddifi.cation was initiated to correct the
problem.
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The %CG Subsystem continued through the packaging and procurement cycle.
Testing was underway to evaluate performance relative Lo RFT: requirements.
June 1967
Subcontractor qualification of EEG and VCG Subsystem had been negotiated
and qualification testing was scheduled to begin early in July.
Design modification of the DC-DC Converter continued somewhat behind
schedu''e due to the requirement for modifying the package configuration
imposed by requirements of MIL-I-26600.
Production of the ZCG prototype and qualification units was underway and
scheduled for completion during July.	 ,
July 1967
The qualification of the EEG Signal Conditioner was held pending subsystem
disposition by NASA. The VCG Subsystem qualification testing was in
progress.
Electronic design of the DC-DC Converter was completed. Packaging design was
underway and was scheduled for completion in August.
Fabrication and testing of the ZCG prototype and qualification subsystems
continued.
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Ads : 1967
End item testing of the EM Signal Conditioners was completed and units were
being head pending shipping instructions from NASA.
Qualification of the VCG Subsystem continued, and preliminary production of
the VCG flight units was underway.
The DC-DC Converter successfully passed preliminary RFI interference testing
and progress toward the completion of the packaging continued.
Production of the prototype and qualifIca.tion of the ZCG Subsystem continued.
September 1967
The EEG Subsystems were still being held pending NASA execution of Modifica-
tion No. 13 to the Contract.
The prototype VCG Subsystem was completed and shipped to NASA, and
qualification testing was successfully completed.
The DC-DC Converter prototype and qualification units were being manufactured
and were scheduled for,completion in October.
Completion of the design acceptance testing of the VCG had been scheduled
for completion by this time; however, during system integration it was
determined that changes in the internal shielding and cable routing would
improve system performance. Additionally, effort continued on the current
9
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asource output impedance problem, which resulted in at ► improved transformer
configuration.
October 1967
Modification No. 13 to the Contract was received and implementation of the
requirements was initiated.
The E13G qualification units were shipped to NASA, and fabrication and
testing of the ECG Signal. Conditioners required in accordance with
Modification No. 13 began.
The VCG Qualification Test Report was received from, the Subcontractor.
After review, the Qualification Test Report- and the qualification units
were shipped to NASA.
Production of the VCG flight- units was proceeding on schedule.
Fabrication of the DC-DC Converter prototype was in progress and scheduled
for completion by the end of November.
The transformer modification to the ZCG current source had been completed
and design acceptance testing and shipment of the prototype unit was
scheduled to occur during December.
November 1.967
Progress toward the completion of all s a ibsystems continued with problems
developing with the DC-DC Converter only. These problems involved
11-13
procurement lead time and converter case fabrication problems. Because
of stringent technical requirements, the decision to X-ray the first
,articles received was made, and as a result schedule slippage occurred.
December. 19 67 -WAupusL 1968
The VCG flight systems were completed and shipped to NASA on /10/68.
The DC-DC Converter was complete through qualification testing in April.
In the interest of schedules, and based on the results of the early phases
of qualification testing, the flight units were released to Manufacturing
early and cycled through the manufacturing phase to a point just short of
final encapsulation. After successful completion of the qualification
test, the fabrication of the flight units was completed. Shipment of the
qualification and flight units was scheduled for May.
The ZCG prototype was completed and successfully passed design acceptance
testing. The prototype and one STE harness was shipped. to NASA during
January. Fabrication and testing of the qualification units was underway
when a problem relative to the stability of the current source was detected.
A program was launched to investigate this problem. Subsequently a meeting
was held with NASA personnel during which this problem was resolved.
Delivery of hardware required by the Contract was completed with the
shipment of the ZCG Subsystems in August.
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III EQUIPiARNT DESCRIPTION
Because much of the design of the subsysteiiis contracted is unconventiot'ial,
a detailed description of the subsystem circuitry is presented heroin.
In the interest of brevity, detailed description of any conventional.
circuitry incorporated has been excluded. Prefacing the detailed descrip-
tion of the circuit operation is a brief discussion of the subsystem
requirement. This has been included to assist In relating the detailed
design requirements to the overall system performance.
A.	 PCG SUBSYSTEM
The PCG Subsystem consists of a phonotransducer and a signal conditioning
amplifier. Briefly, the phonotransducer is required to detect Korotkow
heart sounds and supply an electrical input to the signal conditioning
amplifier. The Phonocardiogram Signal Conditioner is required to amplify
the input signals and establish the signal bandpass characteristic. The
signal conditioner supplies a 0 - 5 volt single-ended output signal and
is characterized by a source impedance of less than 200 ohms.
The heart of the PCG transducer is a uranic crystal. 'Frequency shaping
is accomplished by shunting the crystal with a resistance. Since
electrically the crystal looks like a capacitance in parallel with a
purely resistive component, the inherent time constant of the crystal
can be varied by reducing the internal resistive component by means of
111-1
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series resistance. The high frequency response of tho device is extendod
by careful, attention to crystal mounting requiremailLS.
The crystal unit is mounted in a plexiglass assembly (refer to Figure
The crystal and associated components are treated after assembly
to protect the device against the effects of humidity. A fine steel
mesh protects the crystal. face from damage and serves as an ambient
pressure vent. The back side of the crystal is vented to ambient pressure
by means of fine portholes in the body of the transducer housing. The
final assembly is covered with a top cap which is cemented into place
with an appropriate resin.
The PCG Signal Conditioner is similar to the EEG Signal Conditioner also
I
being supplied under this Contract. For a detailed description of its
operation, refer to Part B. of this section.
I
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B.	 EEG SIGNAL CONDITIONER
A complete EEG Subsystem was originally a part- of the contracted effort.
A Change in Scope during the program resulted in the elimination of the
system requirement. The system originally contracted consisted of two
EEG Signal Conditioners and an EEG Electrode and Harness Assembly. The
ultimate contractual requirement eliminated the harness and identified
the EEG Signal Conditioner as an entity.
The EEG Signal Conditioner is required to detect brainwave signals and
to provide specific frequency shaping and input and output impedances.
The schematic of the EEG Signal Conditioner is shown in Figure 2 of
Appendix C. Functionally, the EEG Signal Conditioner is divided into
three main sections:
Input Isolation and Amplifier
•	 Intermediate Amplifier
• Output Amplifier
The principal functions of the input amplifier are to provide high input
impedance, high common-mode-rejection, and contribute to the overall
frequency response. The inpv; amplifier consists of differential
-ei	 compounded amplifiers Ql and Q2. Separate conr:Yant current sources are
supplied to the input amplifier, and are shown on the schematic as Q3A
and Q3B. The constant current sources play a vital role in pommon-mode-
rejection ratio, both from the standpoint of maintaining balanced operating
r
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biases and providing a high common source impedance as required for high
conmion-mode-rejection. The emitter bypass network is comprised of Cl, C2
and R8. The impedance of this network multiplied by the Current gain of
11
the input- stage is extremely high and results in very little shunting of
R1 and R2. The emitter network also establishes the low frequency break-
point of the amplifier. It plays an important role in maintaining a low,
d.c. amplifier gain by virtue of the high d.c. impedance of Cl and C2.
The output of the amplifier is generated across R15 and R16 and applied
to the intermediate amplifier which follows. A differential high frequency
roll-off of 6 db is provided by the RC network consisting of R15 and R16
y
and C16. it is important to note that the high frequency roll-off
characteristic of this network is effective only for differential signals.
Because of the difficulty of maintaining precise balances, it is impractical
to use a separate filtering capacitor for each of the amplifier output
signals. Although it would reduce the amplitude of common signals above
the breakpoint, unbalances in the time constants would also result in a
t
	 differential input signal to the intermediate amplifier.
The intermediate amplifier consists of the Q4/Q6 combination and the Q5/Q7
combination. The intermediate stage is also a differential amplifier and
employs emitter feedback for purposes of stabilizing gain and reducing the
loading effect on stage 1. Feedback to the emitters from the output at
the collectors of Q6 and Q7 is supplied through R18 and R19 to the emitter
network consisting of C3, C4 and R17. Additional low frequency roll-off is
^	 a
fs
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obtained as a result Of this emitter. network. The output of the
intermediate amplifier feeds through a 7r filter where ap proximate l.y
12 db of additional high frequency roll-off is gained. The output- of
the filter is supplied to the output amplifier which is operated as a
differential d.c. operational amplifier. Signals generated at the
collectors of Q3 are supplied to Q9 and Q10, and subsequently to Q12 and
Q13. A balanced constant current source, consisting of Qll, provides
bias current for the input transistors Q8A and Q8B. The output of the
differential amplifier is supplied, through CR3 and CR4 through a balanced
feedback network to the emitters of the input transistors.
Cain control is introduced by varying the amount of the signal fed back
to the input stage. When R38 is adjusted to zero ohms, the divider
network consisting of R37, R40 and R39 supplies a small percentage of the
output: signal through R35 and R36 to the emitters of the input amplifier.
The gain of the overall amplifier is therefore maximum. As R38 is
adjusted for maximum resistance, a greater percentage of the output signal
is supplied to the output amplifiers, and thus the overall output gain is
low. The amplifier output is taken from the emitter of Q12 and presented
as an output signal at Pin 2 of the output connector.
r	
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VCG SUBSYSTEM
The VCG Subsystem required for the VCG experiment consists of an electrode
and harness assembly containing eight electrodes, a "Frank Lead" signal
scaling network, three ECG amplifiers and a control and calibration function.
The components of the subsystem developed under Contract- were the Frank Lead
scaling network, the control and calibration function and the ECG Signal
Conditioners. Contracted also as a portion of the VCG Subsystem was a
DC-DC Power Converter, which was required to supply regulated prime mower
to the four subsystems comprising the total instrumentation system. Because
the DC-DC Power Converter is not a part of the VCG measurement as such, it
has been treated separately in Part E. of this section.
The ECG Signal Conditioners manufactured under this Contract were developed
under a previous contract, and therefore only required fabrication and
test.
Frank Lead and Input Switch - Circuit Description
Figure 3 in Appendix C (Drawing No. 104380A) shows the Frank Lead
and Input Switching Network, At the extreme left of the Figure,
the input connections from the eight electrodes to the Frank Lead
scaling network are shown. Each of the input signals is referenced
to signal common, and by means of the scaling network are converted
to a standard amplitude signal, differential in n. ure, to each of
three ECG amplifiers through the switching network shown on the right
.,d,
r
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whalf of the Figure. The calibration signal generated in the
control and calibrate module is supplied to Oic. switching network
at Pin 4. of output. Connector A. A control signal is supplied to
the switching network through Pin 2 of Connector B. The switching
network appears to be very complicated, primarily because of the
number of switching functions required. The V-axis switching net-
work consists of Q5, Q6, QI1, Q12, Q17 and Q18. The operation of
the Z and X axis switches is identical to the Y-axis switches, and
will therefore not ire independently discussed. Figure 111-2 shows
a simplification of the switching functions. As shown in this
Figure, when the calibrate control is actuated, the input signals
from the Frank Lead Network are isolated by virtue of S1A and SIB
opening. S2A and S2B are simultaneously closed, and the calibration
signal supplied to the V-Y (+) output and the V-Y(-) output is
returned through S2B to signal common. In the normal mode of
operation., Sl is closed and S2 is open, and as a result the
calibration signal input is completely isolated from the output
signal.
_S]A represents Q5 and Q17; SIB represents Q6 and Q18; S2A represents
QII; and S2B represents Q12. The operation of Qll. and Q12 is fairly
straightforward. When the control signal is positive, the gates at
Qll and Q12 are biased positive with respect to the source, and the
switches are therefore open. Conversely, when the control signal is
negative, gate bias is removed, permitting the channel to open.
C	 111.7
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Because of the differential nature of the frank Lead input signals
and the fact that d.c. signals may be present at the input to the ,
switching network, the implementation of the Q5 and Q6 switches was
somewhat more involved. When the control signal is positive, diode
CR6 is back-biased. Q18 operates as a source follower. The source
of Q18 is therefore maintained only slightly more positive than the
gate. In this way, a bias is developed across the gate source
junction of Q6, which turns Q& ON. As a result of the operation of
Q18 2 Q6 is always biased ON by a constant., regardless of the d.c.
potential appearing at the source of Q6.
Contr ol. and Calibra te Module
The control and calibrate module (Figure 4 of Appendix C) supplies
a control voltafe to the frank Lead and input sw_tching network
when a manual calibration switch is depressed. It also generates a
1 millivolt peak-to -peak 10 HZ calibration signal which is supplied
to the ECG amplifiers through the input switching network.
Manual calibration is enabled by shorting Pin 2 of output connector
J2 to the signal common. In the normal mode of operation, with Pin 2
floating, the base of Q4 is returned to -10 volts d.c. through R9 and
R21. By virtue of current conduction through R17 and R18, the emitter
of Q4 is biased slightly positive with respect to the -40 volt supply.
As a result, Q4 base emitter junction is ' back-biased and the transistor
III-8
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is in the C !
'
state. With traiisistor Q4 OFF t its collector, which
is tied to the base of. Ql, rises t:OW,'Ird 010 -1-8 VOIL Supply
established by CRI+. As a result, Ql base emitter junction is
forward-biased and the transistor saturates, providing a -1-8 volt
I
control signal at Pin 2 of the input connector Jl.
The 1 millivolt peak-to-peak 10 HZ calibration signal is generated
in the stabilized multivibrator comprised of Q2, ' Q3, Q5, Q6 and
associated circuitry.
Temperature compensation or frequency and symmetry is provided by
42 and Q3. Essentially, these are saturating switches which are
alternately coupled to the base network of. the multivibrator
9
through steering diodes CR2 and CR3. The output of the multivibrator
is taken from the collector of Q6 and fed through R14 through
temperature-compensated diode CRIO. The amplitude of the calibrate
waveform is maintained constant by virtue of CR10. R15, R16 and RDV
constitute a divider network which scales the amplitude to the
required I millivolt peak-to-peak level.
I
1).	 ZCG SUBSYSTEM
The ZCG exporiment requires measuring both the static and dynamic trans-
thoracic impedance.,, (the dynamic impedance changes being the result. of
the cardiac activity). Experimentation has suggested the use of a directly
measured impod,7nce variation with cardiac cycle., and an impedance variation
derived from the rate of change of transthoracic impedance, and a time
measurement obtained it, part by a IPCG measuring system. As a result of
these requiremcnts, the ZCG Subsystem provides three outputs. 'These are;
(a) Base transthoracic impedance.
(b) A direct- measurement of impedance variations
with the cardiac cycle.
(c) The deriva"ive of the transthoracic impedance.
In addition to providing thoracic impedance data, the ZCG Subsystem
requires an internal calibration function which, when mc.nually initiated,
will automatically provide prescribed , ca:l.ibration functions for a specific
period of time. Due to the complexity of generating dynamic impedance
changes, and a suitable derivative thereof, at the point in the system
where the thoracic impedance is measured, calibration of the (b) and (c)
outputs listed above is provided by generating an internal voltage function
which is subsequently operated upon by the respective signal conditioning
amplifiers. The base thoracic impedance calibration is derived by
automatically switching out the thoracic impedance and switching in its
place precision resistors which themselves are automatically varied in
accordance, with the calibration function requirement.
w.r
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VIC	 subt,*YstcIll con"if";rt" of Five individual. modulov. 'A^lo critoria were
used in the selocclon Of the fURCLiOlIS Within CIICII 1110CIL110. First, an
attempt was made to is)olaLe specific sub.,;ystem reqLjlromoilts for tbo purpofle
of maintafoinp, flexibili',--y Lind possible future subsystem modification.
Secondly, the selection was based on the natural separation SLIE,'F,',CSt(Jd by
the volume restriction and the desirability of maintaining ia constant size
for each of the subsystem modules. The five modules which comprise the ZCG
Subsystem are:
(a) Current Source
(b) Differential Amplifier and Detector
(c) AZ and Ai Signal Conditioners
(d) Calibration FunO-Jon
(e) PCG Signal. Conditioner and Phonotransducer
Measurement Technique
Measurement of the transthoracic impedance is accomplished by
generating a constant current at a frequency of 122kc throu6h
the thoracic cavity and, by means of a differe'atial amplifier,
detecting voltage changes which by virtue of thd constant current
are proportional to thoracic impedance changes. Because of the
necesuity of avoiding a grounded configuration imposed by other
subsystem requirements, the current source and detector is required
to be isolated or floating differential -syste,iis. The amplitude of
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the 122kc voltage detected across tho thoracic cavity, and which
represents the thoracic impedance, is amplified and converted to
a d.c. voltage. From this d.c. voltage, the three output require-
ments listed above are derived. The base: thoracic impedance is
presented as a 0 - 5 volt d.c. signal which represents a ba-se
thoracic impedance of 10 - 40 ohms, respectively. Cyclic variations
of a low level, present on the voltag- representing base thoracic
impedance and equivalent to plvs and minus 1  ohm are amplified * by
the IIAZII amplifier and presented as a 2.5v + 2.5v d.c. voltage.
The same low level cyclic voltage variations are differentiated,
filtered and presented as the derivative output of the system. The
Ai (derivative) output is biased such that 3.750 volts d.c. represents
a zero rate of change of thoracic impedance, 5.00 volts d.c. represents
4-3 ohms per second change in thoracic impedance, and 0 volts d.c.
represents -7 ohms per second rate of change of thoracic impedance.
Current Source
The 122 k current sou.rce is shown in figure 6 of Appendix C. The
I
current source modile consists of crystal oscillator Ql, an amplitude
regulator comprised of Q2, Q3 and Q4 and art output driver stage
consisting of Q5 and Q6.
The operation of this oscillator is well-known and a detailed
discussion of its operation and analysis can be found in any standard
circuits text-book.
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Resistor R3 and capacitor C4 . serve as a decoupling filter to isolate
the oscillator from the re ra .,.ning current- source circuitry and the
+10 volt d.c. supply lines.
The output voltage of the oscillator is fed thxough CG to the base of
Q2. Inductor L4 serves the purpose of maintaining the bases of Q2
and Q3 at an equal d.c. voltage and providing a reactive load across
which the oscillator output- voltage is generated. The base of Q3 is
maintained at a.c. ground by virtue of capacitor C7. As a consequence,
the base of Q2 is driven positive and negative with respect to a.c.
ground at a 122kc rW.e. On the positive cycle of the input signal
at tl-.e base of Q2, (!2 behaves as an emitter follower. The emitter
of Q3 is driven positive with respect to its base and is therefore
cut-off. During the negative alteration of the voltage at Q2 base,
transistor Q2 is cut-off due to the fact that the voltage at, `F is
not permitted to follow. The voltage at R7 with respect to ground is
constrained to follow the base voltage of Q3, by virtue of the emitter
i
follower operation of Q3 during this portion of the cycle. The
voltage across R7 and R18 is maintained constant through the combined
action of CR1 2 Q4 and Q3. The junction of R8, R18 and CRI is maintained
at a.c. ground potential by C9. The voltage generated across CR1 is
coupled through emitter follower Q4 to the base of Q3, and subsequently
to the junction of Q3 emitter and R7 as a result of the emitter
follower operation of Q3. The temperature stable voltage generated at
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the base of Q4 by CR1, with respect to the junction of R18, 18 and
C9 by CR1, is transferred to the- R7/Q3 emitter junction as a
temperature stabilized voltage as a result of the. temperature
compensrting effect of the Q3 PN junction and th •. Q ua PN junction.
The overall result is a constant temperature stable voltage across
R7 and R18. As a consequence, a constant Q3 eraitter current results.
In view of the fact that Q3 is a high gain transistor, a constant
collector current is thereby achieved. Because Q3 is alternately
conducting and non-conducting at a 122kc rate, the constant- current
referred to is in fact a current pulse of constant amplitude supplied
to the tuned collector circuit of Q3. The pulse of const p.nt amplitude	 ,
supplied synchronously to the tuned connector circuit results in a
constant amplitude 221rc sinewave across the tuned circuit. The
upper end of the tuned circuit is maintained at a.c. ground by C5.
As a consequence, the output to the driver stage at Q5 base is a
constant amplitude with respect to a.c. ground.
The driver stage, consisting of compounded amplifiers Q5 and Q6,
presents an extremely high input impedance in order to avoid variations
in the tank circuit Q resulting from gain variations in the driver
stage over the tei',perature range. The voltage at Q5 base is transferred
to a constant current source as a result of compounded follower
amplifiers Q5 and Q6, and is supplied to the primary of the output
transformer. The output transformer is-balanced and shielded to
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provide an isolated constant current- drive through coupling
capacitors C16 and C17 to the electrodes, which are placed across
the thoracic cavity.
Cablin and interface 1e_uir.ements
Although the cabling from the current source module to the thoracic
cavity and back to the differential amplifier and detector is not-
considered as a separate subsystem, a separate discusbion of the
requirements is necessary to a full understanding of the equipment
operation..
The ZCG Subsystem modules are located at the mid-section of the
subject.. The current drive to the thoracic cavity is applied between
the subject's neck and a point near the lower end of the thorax. An
interconnecting cable is therefore necessary between the current
source module and the point of application on the body. Similarly,
-.-Kling is required from the detection points located between, and
adja%:ent to, the current source electrodes to the differential amplifier
and detector. module. Two very significant problems arise as a result of
the requirement for interconnecting cabling due, primarily, to the
relatively high frequency of the carrier.. The first- of these problems
is that of maintaining high impedance levels required for system
accuracy in the presence of significant cabling capacitance. Maintaining
high impedance is important at both the current- source electrodes and the
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detector electrodes, since minimum impc}da,nce levols' are necessary
to maintain required system accuracy. The second problem is
associated only with the differential, amplifier and detector, and
is related to the coilmon-mode-rejection requirements of the system.
In view of the fact that the system is required to operate in an
isolated, truly differential mode, common-mode signals are expected
to be present: at the detector electrodes. Any unbalance that occurs
as a result of unbalanced cabling between the points of detection
and the differential amplifier will be introduced as a system error.
These problems were solved differently for the current source than.
for the differential amplifier and detector because of differences
in affected parameters and required performance. A more detailed
discussion of these problems and the reasons underlying the choice
of implementation are presented elsewhere herein.
To maintain the nigh output impedance required of the current source,
the interconnecting cable capacitance is made a part- of a tuned out-
put- circuit. At resonance, the output impedance at the electrodes
is limited to the dissipative character of the output- circuit and
the inherent output i • -dance of the driver stage.
To maintain high input impedance and to eliminate unbalances resulting
from differences in cabling capacitances to the differential amplifier,
a different approach was used. in this ca;Ee, the shields are driven
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ywith the input signals through low impedance arnpli.f::i_ers within Lhe
detector module. The shunting effect of the cabling capacitance
is thereby reduced to an acceptable level.
Differentia l /gym lifter and Detect-or
The following functions are performed by the differential amplifier
and detector module (Figure 9 of Appendix C):
Impedance Transformation at Unity Gain
Shield Drive
Broadband. Carrier Gain
Narrow Band Carrier Gain
Carrier Detection
Modulation Data Amplification
Impedance transformat on is accomplished at the input amplifier,
which consists of Ql, Q2 and Q3. The input stage is a differential
field effect transistor supplied by constant current sources Q3A
and Q3B. The field effects transistors are biased to signal
common through 1 Meg re istors R2 and R3. The signals at the
sources of the source followers Q2A and Q2B are applied to both
the shield drive amplifiers and the broadband carrier. amplifiers.
The shield amplifiers actually perform the dual function of
providing drive to the shields and providing a bootstrap drive to
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the drain. circuits of the input transistor Q2. Boot8trapping
of the input ta:atisistor is required to reduce gate drain junction
capacitance, which signif .candy lowers the input impedance of
the amplifier at the carrier frequency. The shield drive
amplifiers receive the input signal. from the source of Q2 at tl:ie
bases of Q6 and Q19.
Since the operation of both shield drive amplifiers is identical,
only the operation of the amplifier consisting of Q4, Q5 and Q6
will be discussed. The signal at the base of Q6 is coupled
..	 through level changing diode CR2 to the base of Q4. A high
impedance emitter circuit and the constant- current drive source
for CR2 is provided by Q5 and associated circuitry. The d,c.
operating point of Q5 is established by resistor divider network
R11 and R12. The collector current is established at a fixed
level by virtue of the fixed voltage at the base of Q5 and the
emitter resistor R8. The signal generated at the base of Q4 is
cou; ed to the emitter circuit and developed across resistors R57
and R6, while the shield and bootstra.a dr.ive is supplied from the
junction of R57 and R6. R57 .serves to inhibit oscillation of the
shield drive amplifier. The drive signal. thus derived is supplied
directly to the input- shields at Pin 2 in the case of the amplifier
junction described, and Pin 1 of its counterpart. This same
signal is supplied to the emitter circuit of Q1. Transistor Q1
is compotuided wi Lll the input transistor Q2 to incrc.a.SO the
L' y"e111uCOridliCt:^31'lCe of tie input amp7.ifi.e^-. The derived signal.
fed to the emitter circuit of Q1 appears at the. drains of
transistor Q2 as in-phase and of amplitude equal to the input
signal appearing at. the Sates. 1158 in the base circuit- of
QlB is a potentiometer, provided for the purpose of balancing
the amplifier to maximize, common-mode. -rejection of the
composite input stage.
The broadband carrier amplifier consists of transistor Q7, Q8
and Q9. Q9 represent',- the constant current source for the
differential amplifier _:omprised of Q7 and Q8. Q7 and Q8
represent a composite amplifier, and are required to increase
the open loop gain of the circuit: to insure stable closed loop
gain. In this particular amplifier, the loop is closed and the
gain fixed by virtue of emitter degeneration introduced by R15
and R19. RC networks R61/C17 and R62/Cl8 are compensation net-
works which prevent high frequency oscillation of the amplifier.
't	 The amplified signal as generated across R.13 and R1.7 is coupled
through capacitors C4 and C5 to the next gain stage.
The following stage is a narrow band amplifier consisting of Qln,
Qll and Q12 and associated circuitry. The amplifier is biased by
resistor network R23, R26, R27 and R28. Amplifier Qll is supplied
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by constant: current. K;ourcc Q12, and degone)-ation is provided
by resistors R30 and R32. Amplifier Q1.0 is direct-couplo(l to
amplifier Q1l and serves tho dual. function. of providing a high
collector biasing impedance and adding the differential sign-als
appearing at the collector of Q11. The collector load on Q1l
consists of the resonant circuit comprised of LI, C11 and C12.
Capacitor CIO provides d.c. isolation while resistor R36 is
selected to establish required circuit Q. The voltage generated
across the resonant circuit is coupled through. R38 to the input
of the impedance transforming amplifiers Q16 and Q13. The
s:
latter provides a source. of low impedance drive to the detector
while presenting an input impedance sufficiently greater than
	
..,	 R36 to prevent resonant- variations in resonant circuit Q with
changes in environment.
The detector circuit consists of diode network CR6 and CR7 3.n
	
R'	 conjunction with a filter consisting of R43 and C14. The input
signals are coupled through the detector to C13 to the cathode of
CR6. The anode of CR6 is biased at approximately +0.6 volts d.c.
by virtue of current supplied through R42 to CR7. During the
positive alteration of the carrier diode, CR6 is back--biased and
the signal is fed to the filter .network consisting of R43 and C14.
During the negative alteration, CR6 becomes forward-biased and
charges C13. The d.c. reference level is maintained at ground
U..
a`
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potentel.al, by virtue= of the y componscutliq; (:ffoct,, of CR6 vad 01;7.
Dur ing the; next positive alteration, tho chlrirl;,e accumulzaed
during the negurit::ive alteration
 
is added, and thus the pock -to-
peat carrier level is supplied to the filter, network. Tho low
pass RC filter integrates the input. signal and supplAos an input
signal proportional to the carrier amplitude to the data amplifier
Q14. The breakpoint of the low pass filter is selected to meet
lAi7^ data bandpass requirement and the carrier rejection require-
ments of the system.
When the transthoracic impedance is 10 ohms, the system is
required to supply a 0 volt output signal. However, a trans-
thoracic impedance of 10 ohms results in a finite carrier
amplitude and is =sequentl.y detected and fed c,o the output
,.	 amplifier. To off-set this voltage, a d.c. off - set voltage of
opposite polarity is summed with the input signal at the amplifier
input.
The data output amplifier consists of transistor Q14 and Q15. The
output amplifier is a differential operatignal amplifier with
open loop gain provided by Q14 and Q15R. The feedback network
establishing the output gain is comprised of R60, R52 and R53.
This amplifier configuration is fairly standard and conforms to
standard operational amplifier techniques. The amplifier output
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is coupled through Pin 6 and prc f;(nt;ctd is Lho btuse
out:put s;i.giltd. T11C otit;put i.s also cou10.0d through Pi.n 7 to G110
calibrate module, and subsc:qiontly to the Az and t,Z amplifier:;.
Throughout the circuit the. supply volta ge :ir, decoupled a13 required
for proper- circuit performance. R22 and C3 are examples of thecae
decoup..ing networks.
AZ and \ Output _gy m 1^_ifiors
The output amplifier module (Figure 8 of Appendix C) consists of five
separate functions. These are:
&Z Amp lifier.
&Z Recovery Circuit
,AZ Amplifier
&Z Fi ltering and Output Amplifier
&Z Signal Limiting Circuit
The A Z amplifier consists of an operational. amplifier connected in
the non-inverting configuration. The amplifier per se, consists of
Q3, Q4, Q7 1 Q8 and Q19. Frequency compensation is provided by C6 and
R19. The input signal is coupled through C4 to the gate of Q4.B. The
output signal is taken from the collector of Q8 and supplies an output
through Pin 7 of J1. The output signal is feel through the feedhack
network, which consists of R24, R20, R55, C7, C16 and C18, to the gage
of Q4A. The oper.at ,-)nal amplifier loop is thus closed.
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130C,1M';Q Of 010 u%LLTC111r'1Y low t1rito c(jn,.;t.,aTj(:s, requirod to achlovo 0a,
dMiXed low froquo.ocy rusporisc of Lho A.Z rimp.1-1ficr, transi(^nt
recovery was a Significmit problem. To improve the r(tcovcry time,
a sensinf, circuit celtsisting of Q12, Q13 and QIG was incorporated,
which closes 117,11' switch Qll in the event of either an over-voltage:
or under-voltage condition at thy: output. Whoa Q11 is clos , id, '.t
shunts R6 with approximately lk, thereby redLICinf,! tlie time constant
and thus improving the recovery time. The operation of the sensing
circuit is fairly straightforward, however, it will be briefly
discus sect . When the signal at the output exceeds the 5 volt: level,
CR4 conducts and saturates Q16. When Q16 is saturated, base current
is supplied to Q12. Q12 is therefore turned ON, connecting the cathode
of CR2 to the ,supply voltage. The gate circuit of Qll is isolated and
the field effect channel is unrestricted. In the event of an under-
voltage, Q13 is saturated. This 9'upplies a back-biasing voltage to
Q12. When an under -voltage condition occurs, current is conducted
through R30, R31, CR3 and CR7 to the amplifier output. As a result,
the voltage at the base of Q12 is lowered and Q12 goes into conduction.
CR2 is therefore again back-biased and the field effect switch ,., Qll,
closes.
The Ai amplifier is an operational amplifier connected in the inverting
configuration. This amplifier is identical to the AZ amplifier
described above. Differelltiation is accomplished by means! of the RC
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nohiork coii1, 1J.,;LJ_i ► ,  of C3, Wi", C13 -inn 11.7.	 C',13 and 11.42 are Includod
for frequency compoiisation purpos' es, "Ind 01oll- wcr(^ cbooscn tio off? 1,10' t, to
affoct the differen("Lation Of the J,I)PLIt SJ8n,'11 	 from the
C3/1,1 7 combination. The deriv"ILive amplifier is bia,,;ud at Q6A gate
by means of a divider network supplied from Zone): diode CRI. T110
Output of the derivative amplifier is supplied to a high filtor which
provides the required high frequency roll-off characteristics. The
output amplifier is an operational anplifier consisting of Q14, Q15,
Q17 0 Q18 and Q21. It is connected in the inverting configuration
with feedback supplied through R38 to the amplifier. input.
Diodes CR6 and CRS limit: tbe excursion of the output signal to
between approximately -0.5 volts and +5.5 volts.
ZCG Calibrate Module
The ZCG calibrate module (Figure 7 of Appendix C) performs the
following functions:
0	 Thoracic impedance/Cal.ibrate Impedance Switching
0	 Z Calibrate Resistance Cycling
Calibration Initiation
AZ; Ai Calibrate Waveform Generation
Data/Calibrate Signal Switching
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Relay= K1 sw1uchos the current source drive be.twec;n thc,
thorax and the calibration resistances; network. Relay
K2 switches the di fferentinl omplifier between the thorax
and the calibrati.ou resistance network. 'these relays are
actuated by the 'relay drivcy r circuits Q8 and Q9. Relay
K3 is automatically cycled by the multivibrator circuit
to provide a step variucion in the calibration resistance.
The resistance network is designed to simulate precise
thorax impedance.
The positive voltage juppl.ied to the junction of R16 and
R30 causes forward conducAon of CR8, and as a consequence
the Darlington combinations Q8 and Q9 saturate and actuate
relays K1 and K2.
The positive control voltage supplied to the junction of
R16 and R30 back-biases CR13 and enable;; the multivibrator
consisting of Q11 and Q14. K3 is therefore alternately
actuated and deaetuated.
Calibration is required to be initiated when terminal A2
is grounded. Prior to initiation of calibration, Q1 is
conducting by vir'^ae of current supplied to its base
through Rl. The collector of Q1 is at a relatively low
r,
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potential. with the result that CR2 does not conduC .. As a
consequence, C I4 and CR5 ar-: OFF. From the collector of
Q4, a positive voltage back-biases CR4• isolating the gage
of Q3. Switch Q3 is therefore closed and the detector
signal is applied to the AZ, AZ amplifiers. A negative
voltage is applied to the anode of CR3 which results in a
negative bias across the source gate junction of Q2 causing
switch Q2 to open, and thereby isolating the calibration
signal at R27 from the AZ and QZ amplifiers. When
terminal lead 2 is grounded, Ql is turned OFF and Q4• and
Q5 are turned ON. CR4 therefore conducts and reverse-
biases Q3, turning if OFF. CR3 is back-biased isolating
the junction of Q2 and therefore turning it ON. The
positive voltage at the collector of Q5 back-biases CR7
and enables the calibration waveform generator. The
calibration signal generated at R27 is sup p lied through
switch Q2 to the ®Z, AZ amplifiers.
The calibration waveform generator is an astable device
comprised of Q6, Q7 and Q10. A constant current is supplied
by the temperature-compensated composite transistors identified
as Q7. This constant current generates a linearly rising
voltage across CR2 and CR3 and is supplied as the output signal.
V1,hen the output signal rises slightly above ground potential,
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►transistor Q10 conduen . The positive swing; of the output
voltage, is thus limited by the base emitter voltage drop of
Q10. The negative volt,-ge drop at the collector of Q10 is
coupled through CR4, back-biasing CR6. Q6 opens permitting
C2 and C3 to be recharged t-hrot,gh R14. When the voltage at
the junction of C4 and R27. subsequently rises sufficiently
to bring Q6 into conduction, CR5 conducts and establ.is,tes a
fixed potential at the junction of C2 and C3. The drop at
this point is coupled through these capacitors turning Q10
OFF. The output- voltage rises "lin.early, again until Q10 is
again brought into conduction. The c^,cle repeats continuously.
I
The output- waveform is coupled through ,source, follower Q12 and
divider network R24 and R27, and subsequently through switch
Q2 to the AZ and AZ amplifiers.. Source follower Q12 is
i
coupled with Q13 to increase transconduct:ance .
t
l:
E .	 DC-DC CONVrRTJ.r l
The DC--DC Converter (Figure 5 of A, °,)endix C) provides a plus and minus
regulated 1.0 volt d.e, supply voltage and a +10 voI.t unregulated d..c.
supply voltage. The DC-DC Converter consists of a prer.egulat-or, an
inverter, two rect:if_ier circuits and two voltage regulators. Additionally,
it contains RP and AF filtering on both the input and output- power lines as
required to perform to the Specification in the presence of MIT.,-1-26600
requirements.
The preregulator is a switching type regulator which is incorporated to
stabilize the supply voltage to the power inverter and reduce the dynamic
range required at the output of the voltage regulators. MIL-1-26600
imposes a 3 volt rms audio ripple component on the input supply voltage.
In the absence of a high efficiency preregulator., either a faltering net-
work of unpractical size or dissipation type regulation would be required.
The switching preregulato,r consists of Q1, Q2 and Q3, and is designed to
provide a reference voltage at the emitter circuit of the inverter
transistors with respect to the prime power line. The voltage supplied
to the inverter is sampled at the base of Q3 across the divider network
consisting of R5, R6, R7, CR27 and CR28. The voltage at the emitter of
Q3 is stabilized with respect to the prime power line by Zener diode
circuit CR2 and R4. Variations in the output voltage alter the current
supplied by Q3 to the base circuit of Ql, and therefore cbanges the duty
cycle of the switching transistor Q2. When the output voltage causes the
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voltage at Q3 to drop below the point required to turn Q3 ON, Q3 supplies
curj.ent to Q1 base rand saturates Ql. When Ql saturates, it .reduces the
bias on Q2 below the conduction point and Q2 opens. Energy stored in L1
discharges through CR'?6 and through the output- circuit. As the energy is
dissipated, the output voltage drops belot the point required to sustain
conduction of Q3. When Q3 turns OFF, transistor Q1 turns OFF, which in
turn permits base current drive to Q2 through Rl.. Q2 conducts and energy
is again supplied to the output ciz•cuit and begins to build up again in
L1. When the output voltage again causes Q3 to conduct, the cycle is
repeated. Positive feedback to insure regenerative switching is supplied
by the series R2/C2 network. Diode CR1 is included to prevent damage to
the circuit in the,event- input power is incorrectly applied.
The inverter circuit- is comprised of Q4, Q5 and associated circuitry. The
µ.
inverter is a standard square loop transformer coupled circuit and is
thoroughly described in standard circuit text. The converter operates at
a frequency of approximately 10kc. This frequency was choosen as a result
of both power dissipatioi. and harmonic sensitivity of the circuits which
it supplies.
v:
h,
The rectifiers are of the bridge type and are identical for, both the plus
and minus supplies. The output of the rectifiers are supplied to the
output regulators which are identical in design. The output regulator is
comprised of Q6, Q8, Q9, Q10, Qll and Q12. The output voltage is sensed
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by differential. amplifier. Q12 which is referenced to a stabilived voltage
generated by CRI4. An increase in the output voltage increases the
voltage at the input circuit to Q12. This voltage change is amplified
and supplied to Qll base. Ql1 increase, conduction which results in a
decrease in base current drive to Q1.0 by virtue of the fact that the
f
current supplied by Q6 is constant:. The series regulator composite
consisting of Q8, Q9 and Q10 therefore reduces the voltage supplied to the
output circuit. Short circuit current protection is provided by the
combined operation of Q6, Q7 and Q20. When the output current exceeds a
given value, transistor Q7 is biased ON by virtue of the voltage drop
1
across series sensing resistor R15. As Q7 go _G into conduction, Q20 is
p	 forced into conduction which reduces the voltage at the emitter of Q6
sufficiently below the base reference voltage to cut the transistor OFF.
The current drive to the regulator circuit is thus interrupted anJ the
composite regulator of Q8, Q9 and Q10 opens.
Unregulated 10 volt d. .c. is generated by half-wave rectification and
r.
filtering in the CR25/C16/R4 . 7 network.
The package configuration of the DC-DC Converter is fairly involved, and
therefore warrants a derailed discussion. T.h(-, package configuration
v
reflects two primary problems related to the design and performance. of
DC-DC Converters. The voltage supplied to the converter has superimposed
upon it transients and radio frequency interference in addition to audio
Ifrequency ripple. The primary concern is the radio frequency voltages
present on the input Line,. These, radio frequency voltages Lire
inductively, capacitively and electromagnetically coupled into the
regulated output lines. To eliminate coupling from input: to output,
the converter is divided into three sections. The fir,,;t section
contains a 3600 RF filter and provides shielding between the input and
the converter circuitry. The second section consists of that area
either side I, ;f the center shield.. The third section contains a 3600RF
output- filter as well as low frequency bypass capacitors, and provides
a shield between the converter circuitry and the output lines. Double
shielding and filtering is thereby provided to eliminate RF energy from
being transferred from the input to the output.
The second major problem involves switching transients inherent in power
inverters. To eliminate the switching transients to as great an extent
as possible, an internal shield separates the switching regulator and
the inverter from the output analog regulators.
The converter circuitry is encapsulated in place and after curing is
provided with an RF seal by sandwiching Fcco-shield material between
the main package assembly and both covers. The final unit then provides
RF shielding both externally and internally.
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IV DEVELOPMENT HISTORY
The development history has been included to provide a more detailed view
of the subsystems' development, particularly in those areas where problems
were encountered. Mi.ere appropriate, a view of the Systems Engineering
effort: required has been included.
Reference to a specific period during which the problems discussed occurred
has been minimized, however, the chronological order of the development has
been maintained.
A.	 PCG SUBSYSTEM
Development of the PCG Subsystem began with a detailed design of the
microphone assembly. The microphone assembly received the major design
emphasis in view of the fact that the signal conditioner was to be a
modified ECG and would therefore require relatively little development.
In ,January of 1966, a little over a month after development began, a
determination was made by NASA that the Marbon material used in the
microphone housing was not an approved. Apollo material because it outgassed
under certain of the Apollo environmental conditions. A materials investiga-
tion was initiated to detr.rmine a suitable substitute for Marbon. Plexi-
glass was ultiaiately selected and microphone housing assembly procedures
were modified as required.
i
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Devolopment of the PCG transducer and signal conditioner. continued.
During evaluation of the PCG transducer, it was noted that a change
was occurring in the sensitivity and output. characteristics. An
investigation into this problem conducted by Spacel.abs personnel and
a Mater.i g ls Consultant revealed that the plexiglass material was
dimensionally unstable. Subsequent study indicated that the dimensional
instability was significant- only at elevated temperatures. A search for
a different material indicated that more dimensionally stable materials
were not suitable for use on the Apollo Program primarily because of out-
gassing characteristics. As a consequence, the maximum operating
temperature. was reduced by NASA to 1200 . Performance of the transducer
during and immediately following the cold envir.-nmental test was within
the Equipment Specification. However, after allowing the transducer to
completely return to room temperature, a marked decrease in the sensitivity
was noted. In view of the fact that the transducer had indeed failed the
test, further qualification was discontinued and the Technical Monitor
notified. Investigation showed that the bond between the plexiglass
housing and the microphone cyrstal had partially separated. A Materials
Consultant was called in to investigate the problem. His conclusions were
that there may be some continued difficulty maintaining specific sensitivity
after exposure to varying thermal environments, due to the fact that the
plexiglass material is dimensionally unstable. He suggested a different
bonding material and suggested that should we continue to experience this
difficulty, sensitivity vari.at'ionF, could probably be. minimi.. ed by
modifying tue design of they microphone. His recommendations were
discussed with the Technical Monitor and it w,,.ts jointly agreed that
we should employ the new bonding material and not Erztertai.n any
thought of redesigning the microphone at this time. The tran:^ducer
was assembled using the new bonding material and subjected to a very
severe temperature and h,.nidity test at Spacelabs facility. The
transducer successfully passed the temperature test; however, a problem
relative to humidity was noted. The transducer was di.sassr..abled and
investigation showed that moisture had gained entry into the transducer
around the cable sleeving. Steps were taken to correct- this pro'Im.
The transducer was then subjected to design acceptance tests with the
burn-in requirement deleted by direction of NASA.
Later in the program, additional delays were experienced due to the
problem of establishing the nutrient character of the transducer components.
Evaluation of a special varnish was made to determine its acceptability in
preventing fungus.
(1)
This problem was ultimately resolved	 and the transducer successfully
completed qualification testing. Subsequently, tho flight PCG Subsystems
were manufactured, acceptance tested and delivered to NASA.
(1) Direction was received from NASA as to the course of action to be taken
concerning the treatment of the suspect-nutrient bonding material used
in the transducer. It was determined that a thermal cure cycle was
ne fzessary to render the material acceptable. The curing cycle was made
a part of the fabrication process.
I
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ER.	 EEG SIGNAL, CONDITIONER
Development of the EEG Signal Conditioner was relativel y straightforward
when compared with development of the other contracted subsystems.
Although technical problems were encountered, the solutions were readily
determined.
The only significant problem worth discussing involved the physical
packaging of the signal conditioner. The lead routing.resulted in capacity
feedback to the amplifier input, and as a consequence unbalanced and
decreased the input impedance of the signal conditioner when operating in
the presence of high source impedances.
The initial units, during the testing of which this problem became
evident, were set aside and the signal conditioner was repackages. The
signal conditioners produced ^uL;:-nuently were extensively examined for
an,y evidence of a similar problem with n4. ative results.
I
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C.	 VCG SUBSYSTEM
In accordance with the Contract Statement. of Work, develcpmont of the VCG
Subsystem began with the Systems Engineering effort. The objective of
the Systems Engineering effort was to establish overall system configuration
and design requirements as determined both by the specific Contract
Specification and the general operational requirements. The elements of
this task consisted of:
(a) Signal conditioner configuration and mounting location.
(b) Electrode placement and electrode cable routine.
(c) Electrode cable shielding including the type, extent,
and termination thereof.
(d) The means by which the electrode proper and cable
should be interfaced.
(e) The overall configuration of the VCG harness assembly
from the standpoint of subject comfort, ease of
instrumentation, minimum material abuses, and equipment
storage.
(f) The means by which the harness assembly should be
connected to the signal conditioner cable assembly.
(g) Definition of optimum system interconnecting cabling
requirements for the various possible configurations.
Initial Systems Engineering was based on the equipment being mounted to
the spacecrafts bulkhead. The nterface and mounting requirements were
discussed jointly with North American and NASA personnel in an effort to
establish basic design criteria. As a result of this discussion, a
bulkhead-mounted configuration and associated brackets and cabling were
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established as the basic configuration. Systems Engineering and design
in accordance with these requirements was subsequently undertaken and
concluded. During this effort, design of the subsystem circuits was
being accomplished in accordance with specific equipment requirements.
Subsequent to this effort- end as a result of a meeting with NASA personnel,
it was determined that a more flexible configuration would be in the best
interests of the Program. The desired changes were definitized in an
Engineering Change Proposal submitted by Spacelabs. Subsequently, a
Contract Change Notice was issued by NASA which essentially reflected the
content of the Engineering Change Proposal. Design cha p—^ s to reflect the
Contract Modification were initiated. Upon completion of the redesign
effort, subsystem breadboards were delivered both to NASA and the
Contract_ Principal Investigators for evaluation. Certain changes were
requested by the Principal Investigator to make the system more compatible
with the objectives of the experiment, Subsequent evaluation and changes
resulted in an acceptable configuration and overall performance require-
meet.
Following approval of the basic design, the production effort was launched;
The product design, packaging, evaluation and testing proceeded in a
routine manner.
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D.	 ZCG SUBSYSTEM
The first phases of the program required a general Systems Engineerin;
effort. Systems Engineering was necessary to establish specifications
for certain portions of the equipment. The tr,rm "Systems Engineering"
as used here includes study effort on particular phases of the 9,sired
performance as well as the general hardware engineering considerations.
As the Contract was written, Spacelabs was to investigate electrode
configurations and to attempt to determine an electric model for the
electrode-thorax system. Other specific functions of the system were
not given a set of specifications in order that the Contractor could
exercise perogative in optimizing the system. The Subsystem Engineering
effort consisted of specific hardware design considerations and study in
the following areas.
(a) Electrode placement and electrode cable routine.
(b) Cable shielding requirements and cable type.
(c) Electrode and cable interface considerations.
(d) The overall configuration of the ZCG harness assembly
with parLicular attention to subject comfort, ease of
instrumentation, accuracy of placement, minimum
material abuses, and equipment storage.
(e) Definition of optimum system interconnecting cable
requirements.
(f) Determination of current source requirements including
output impedance, balance requirements, dynamic range,
amplitude stability, and noise.
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(g) Calibration requirements for the system including
accuracy and means of implementation and the type
of calibration waveform that would be most mean-
ingful to th^ equipment users.
(h) Phonocardiogram and Phonocardiogram Transducer
requirements.
Early in the program, analysis was performed to determine the feasibility
of a system which would meet the Contract and perform all functions
adequately in application. The net result of that analysis •its that in
almost all areas new concepts had to be developed to meet the requirements.
Throughout the program, the design of these circuits was continually revised
in an attempt to improve their performance. This is particularly true of
the detector amplifier and the peak detector. During the early phases of
the program, it was determined that crystal-controlled signal source
would be required to achieve the accuracies desired. Also, a new harness
configuration was developed which was more consistent with equipment
performance requirements rtd optimum manufacturing techniques.
A Design Review Meeting was conducted with the Principal. Investigator and
NASA personnel to discuss developments to date and to establish desired
performance objectives.
The results of the initial development of the current source, configured
consistent with package size and power constraints, indicated that the
problem of obtaining sufficient isolation and balance at the output, to be
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consistent with desired system accuracy, would be extremely difficult if
not impassible, and that the means of grounding the electrode system
would have to be determined and used as a basis for specifying the
characteristics of the interface performance. During this meeting, a
nee4 was established to alter the Experiment:or's equipment to eliminate
errors introduced into the measurement due to capacitive degradation due
to output impedance. A significant change in the ZCG interface require-
ment resulted fr- m this meeting. It"was determined that the system
should be capable of operating with either a grounded or an ungrounded
interface, and further that the ground point may occur anywhere on the
subject.
Other results of the meeting included the following changes:
Increased Frequency Response
Interface Electrode Impedance Magnitudes
Additional Calibration Requirements
A formal Design Review was held at Spacelabs on April 13 and 14, 1966.
During the course of the Design Review, it was concluded that insufficient
information existed on the effect on system accuracy of the grounding
scheme. As a result, more detailed examination of this area was considered
necessary, and the object of that investigation was to determine the effect
on common-mode-rejection voltages generated at the electrodes by moving the
ground point around, and what the effects of eliminating that ground would
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have fror the standpoint of the grounds provided by the other subsystems,
It should be noted that at this point in time a definition of the inter-
face was still, not available, although considerable effort toward determin-
ing that interface had been expended by the Principal Investigator and
Spacelabs.
Development continued up to the time in May when a technical meeting was
held at MSC. During that meeting Spacelabs proposed specific changes in
the ZCG Sulsystem, and as a result Engineering Change Proposal No. 5 was
generated.
NASA Modification No. 3, which contained essentially the information in
Engineering Change Proposal No. 5, was received by Spacelabs in August of
1966. Redesign of the system along these lines was initiated and ,progress
toward completion of the Contract went along at a fairly acceptable rate.
There were, however, outstanding problems in the area of the electrode
interface which required continuing investigation on the part of Spacelabs.
A detailed discussion of these problems in included in Section V.E.
Contract Modification No. 3 reflected a set of requirements which resulted
from several technical conferences. The ZCG Subsystem was redesigned in
accordance with these requirements and breadboard systems were delivered
to the Principal Investigator and NASA for evaluation. Subsequent
modification and evaluation occurred, followed by design approval.
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The prototype system successf,llly passed design verification testing and
was delivered to NASA. Subsequent to production of the qualification
units, a problem was noted in the subsystem current source. Specifically,
the output impedance was marginal.. In an effort to correct this problem,
changes in the output transformer were investigated and ultimately a new
transformer was incorporated. Production of the ZCG Subsystem continued
until, mid-way in this effort, another problem related to the current
source was discovered. The output level of the current source appeared
to be unstable with time and extensive investigation was conducted which
included the evaluation of different design approaches and materif4s.
Technical consultants were utilized in an effort to find a solution to the
problem. A satisfactory explanation of the drift phenomena could not be
found, and transformers not exhibiting the drift problem and acceptable
relative to other system requirements could not be manufactured.
The problem was discussed with NASA personnel and in view of the fact that
the drift noted was, from an operational standpoint, insufficient to degrade
the experiment, further action was not considered necessary.
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V TECHNICAL PROBLEMS
A.	 VCG SUPSYSTEM
Although there were many technical problems encountered in the development
of the VCG Subsystem, the most outstanding one was implementing the
calibration requirement. As originally contracted, the VCG Subsystem
incorporated calibration in the ECG Signal Conditioners as provided in
ECG equipment developed and manufactured under separate contract. Because
calibration at the mid-point of the ECG amplifier involves the risk that
elements of the signal. conditioner ahead of the calibration circuitry do
not remain constant, it was recommended by the Principal Investigator to
introduce the calibration function at the input of the amplifier.
Because of problems encountered in the implementation of the calibration
function at the input terminal of the amplifier, attempts were subsequently
made to calibrate through the Frank Lead Wetwork; Again, technical require-
meets were such that Practical implementation was not possible, and as a
result the calibration was ultimately introduced at the amplifier input by
compromising certain performance characteristics.
The principal difficulty encountered in implementing the ultimately choosen
calibration technique was that of the introduction of d.c. transients. The
transient was generally coincident with approximately 10% of the physical
data being processed in view of the fact that the calibration was being
introduced automatically on a periodic basis. The compromised performance
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involved the elimination of automatic calibration function. The datr.i Lost
as a result of transients in terms of percentage was in the funt;L!,^n of
the frequency where manual calibration was initiated. In view of the fact
that longer intervals between calibration was considered acceptable relative
to subsystem performance, the percentage of data lost was ;:,..sauced to an
acceptable level.
Introducing the calibration function at the input of the amplifier terminals
resulted in problems in the following areas:
Common-Mode-Rejection
Switch Requirements
D.C. Trnnsients
The common-mode-rejection requirement for the subsystem was 100 db. This
included the degradation through the Frank lead Network and the performance
of the amplifier itself. To introduce the calibration function at the input
terminals of the amplifier required providing a switching function which
introduced a precisely known voltage in place of the Frank Lead output
signals. The input terminals of the amplifier constitute the most sensitive
port Lon of the subsystem. If the circuitry employed to introduce the
calibration voltage exhibits finite impedance, it will not only result in
a reduced effective amplifier input impedance, but will tend to degrade the
common -mode-rejectiol .i ratio. The degradation of common-mode-rejection ratio
is a result of three principal mechanisms: first, the maximum permissible
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unbalance in the Frank Lend Network ;L,. a given overall common-mode-
rejection ratic is directly proportional to the impedance into which
the Frank Lead Network is terminated; secondly, the unbalance in the
4shunt character of the Circuitry in corporated to apply the calibration
voltage results directly in the generation of a differential signal in
the presence of cowinior„-mode signals; and third, unbalances in the seric3
character of Cie circuitry incorporated to apply the calibration signal.
to the input of the amplifier reduces the permissible unbalance in the
Frank Lead Network. Since there is a practical limit on the degree of
b"-lance obtainable in the Frank Lead Network, any additional unbalance
series impedance can only serve to reduce the con.^mon-mode-rejection ratio.
A detailed examination of the common-mode-rejection problem relative to
unbalances at the amplifier input has been included in Appendix D. Had
it been possible to use mechanical relays, the problem of common-mode-
rejection would never have been a matter of concern. However, the
reliability in terms ef, Mean Time Between Failure for mechanical relays
at the use rate under consideration was unacceptably low. A„s a consequence,
it was necessary to resort to solid-state ,witching. The use of solid-state
switching required a consideration of several potential problem areas.
Solid-state switching devices exhibit a finite and measurable ON and OFF
impedance. The effect of these impedances relative to common-mode-rejection
was mentioned above and a detailed analysis is included in the Appendices.
r
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4Inasmuch as it is not the magnitude of the series impedances that represents
the significant problem, but rather the difference in that abrrolute
impedance, it is important that the differe:nccs that exist in term, of
percentage relativ4 to the other series impedances in the circuit be
held below a given minimum. Associated with the difference in these
impedances is the ON-resistance variation with temperature. There is a
marked change with temperature and this requires a matching characteristic
in order to maintain cninimum common-mode-rejection levels.
Problems associated with solid-state switching in this application were:
Common-Mode-Rejection
ON-Resistance Variation
Noise Feedthrough
Capabilities Requirements
Calibration Signal Isolation
Because of the finite character of the switch junction impedances, there
was a problem relative to noise feedthrough. The noise referred to the
input of the signal conditioner is typically less than 10 microvolts peak-to-
peak. Connecting additional circuitry at the ,input terminals, which in turn
is connected to control and waveform generation funtions, presents the
problem of feeding noise through to the input of the amplifier and degrading
the overall performance of the system.
I
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rThe gate voltage requirements posed a particularly difficult problem.
Implementation was difficult because it was necessary to generate the
correct gate source voltages in the presence of a floating input, and
because the available voltage to insure adequate channel pinch-off under
all conditions was limited. This particular problem was resolved by
incorporating a floating follower type function in conjunction with the
switch (refer to Equipment Description).
I
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B.	 ZCG SUBSYSTEM
Although the frequency of operation was probably the single most difficult
problem associated with the development of the ZCG, it is perhaps wost
meaningful to discuss certain areas as particular problems, even though
at lower frequencies they could have been dealt with much more easily.
The two main areas where technical problems caused the most difficulty are
frequency of operation and the electrode interface and associated circuits.
Another area of interest arose in connection with operation of the ZCG
in the presence of a 50kc squarewave. Although this was not a problem
as such from the implementation point of view, it is sufficiently
important in terms of equipment operation to warrant mention.
Before discussing in detail the above, it should be noted that the overall
h	 ubs st v^ constituted somewhat of a developmentdesign of t e ZCG S y .problem	 p	 p
due to the interrelationship of size, power consumption and performance
requirements.
Frequency of Operation
Undcubtedly, the singular aspect c ► f the ZCG Subsystem which
resulted in the most difficulty in development was Y?lklated
to its frequency of operation. This point was eluded to
above, but because it is so significant, it cannot be over-
emphasized. Considering that the system operates only
I
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approximately two octaves below standard AM broadcast
frequencies, it can be expected that many of the problems
typically encountered with the design of equipment at
these frequencies would also be encountered in the develop-
ment of the ZCG. It is common knowledge that at the AM
broadcast frequencies, considerable attention must be
given to distributed capacitance, shielding, undesirable
feedback effects, etc. These phenomena must be carefully
dealt with to insure proper operation even at the
consumer level. In the case of tie ZCG, design require-
meets become even more stringent by virtue of the fact
that the equipment is required to operate.to a specified
accuracy over a wise range of temperature and under other
equally difficult conditions. One of the more particularly
interesting difficult conditions referred to is that of
maintaining accuracy while transmitting reference energy
through transmission cabling which is subject to constant
displacement. Because of the displacement and the nature
of the cable, physical changes in the cabling are inevitable,
and as a consequence physical parameter changes which
.nfluence accuracy result. Perhaps even more important is
the fact that to maintain accuracy, it was required that the
reference energy be constant in nature when operating into a
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terminal load which, for justifiable reasons, could not be
well defined and which did not remain constant.
The requirement was ultimately implemented, however, and
probably reflects the highest attainable accu-acy obtainable
at the present level of technology, considering all of the
influencing requirements.
Interface and Associated Circuitry
The necessity of having a floating current source added
significantly to the problem of its development. Had require-
ments related to the operation of the ZCC in conjunction with
the other F;ubsystems not ultimately prevented grounding one
of the current supplying electrodes, a single-ended system,
rather than the differentially balanced floating system, could
have been developed with considerably less difficulty. Because
minor changes in physical proximity tnd component tolerances
resulted in significant effects at t};iese frequencies, the
development of a current source accurate to within 1% proved to
,be a significant task.
Various current source implementation approaches were examined,
both analytically and empirically. The three most significant
of these included the driven shield, neutralization, and the
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tuned system. Each of these techniques exhibited drawbacks.
However, the tuned system a1Proach was ultimately selected
as the better of the approaches under the imposed conditions.
Because the interconnecting cabling was unknown and the nature
of the load was difficult to adequately define, it was
important to employ the technique that was least dependent
upon changes in the physical and physiological parameters
associated with the characteristic aspects of the interface.
In the case of the shield drive, it is necessary to provide
a nearly unity voltage drive in order to effectively eliminate
the unwanted capacitance in the cabling. Two very significant
roblems arise in the implementation of drivingP	 P	  the shields.
One is the tendancy of the system to oscillate. Under constant
conditions, this problem could be minimized. However, in view
of the wide range of environments, reliable stability margin is
difficult to maintain. The second problem is related to the
shield drive circuitry, from the standpoint of unbalances in
the loading on the required floating output stage. At these
frequencies it is difficult to obtain both the magnitude of
the input impedance of the shield drive amplifiers and the
required balance in those impedances. Unbalanced impedances
result in common-mode voltages which at these frequencies are
difficult to handle.
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For a given system accuracy, an increase in the common-mode-
rejection capability of the detector circuitry must accompany
an increase in the common-mode voltage developed at the
amplifier input. In view of the fact that achieving sufficientP	 P	 g
common-mode-rejection in the amplifier at 122kc was difficult
in itself, it: was considered unreasonable to select a means of
implementing the current source which imposed difficult, if not
impossible, additional requirements on an already difficult
development task.
An additional problem resulting from the use of driven shields
involves noise and is related primarily to the total required
system sensitivity. It can be shown that the peak permissible
noise voltage at a frequency of 100 cycles per second appearing
on the current drive is a maximum of 5 nanovolts. More
specifically, a sinusoidal modulation of the current source of
peak amplitude of 5 nanovolts and frequencies of 100 cycles
will result in a derivative output voltage at the maximum
specified noise level. Assuming component values, which will
, typically be encountered, the noise introduced into the current
drive at the electrodes by a unity gain shield drive amplifier
will be attenuated by a factor of approximately 100. Assuming
that the amplifier produced a modulation of the carrier to the
extent of 1 microvolt, the noise then introduced at the
I
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electrodes in the form of a modulated current drive would be
10 nanovcalts, and would result in noise exceeding the
specification limit by a fac it of 2.
The use of a tuned output drive circuit eliminates the
problem of increased common-mode voltages and increased
noise modulation. The major shortcoming of this technique
is that the capacitance associated with the load constitutes
a portion of the tuning capacitance.
Related to the system accuracy is the output impedance of
the current sources. Because of the requirement for a
floating source, it was necessary to either incorporate
balanced solid-state drive circuitry or employ transformer
coupling; The solid-state drive circuitry proved to be
impractical because of the difficulty of obtaining and
maintaining sufficiently high impedance levels with respect
to common and minimal unbalances in those impedances.
The transformer coupling technique, while considered the
better of the two approaches, presented many development
problems. The design of the transformer went through
approximately three phases before adequate balance of
undistributed and interelectrode reactances and a sufficiently
low loss design evolved.
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On the receiving and detecting side of the interface, similar
problems were encountered. The detecting amplifier was
required to operate differentially, present very tightly
balanced loads with respect to conmion, and to exhibit a high
input impedance. To attain desired system accuracy, it was
necessary to maintain a common-mode-rejection ratio of
approximately 60 db. At the operating frequency of 122kc and
under the adverse operating conditions, this was very
difficult to achieve. It was further complicated by the fact
that in order to achieve the required input impedance levels,
it was necessary to drive the interconnecting cable shields
with the detected signal. This additional requirement tended
to degrade the common-mode-rejection performance of the
amplifier.
To achieve the high level of input impedance required, three
techniques were considered. These were:
Driven Shields
Neutralization
Tuned System
Because the current source portion of the interface operated
as a tuned system, a similar technique was avoided in the
detecting system because of the operational difficulty of
handling doubly tuned networks.
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0Neutralization techniques were examined because of their
success in similar equipments; however, because of the
unpredictability of the stability margin due to component
variations with environment, this technique was considered
unreliable for use in this application.
The discussion of noise above is applicable to the detector
interface system. The noise modulation of the detector
amplifier resulting from the noise inherent in the shield
drive amplifiers is as significant here as was implied in
the case of the current drive circuitry, and consequently
undoubtedly contributes to the noise present at the system
outputs.
50kc interference
During the development of the ZCG Subsystem, unwanted low
level signals of variable amplitude and frequency were
noted in the system outputs when the system was operated in
the presence of a 50kc squarewave at the detector input
terminals. An investigation showed that these unwanted
signals were the result of transitory oscillation in the
bandpass filter produced by the squarewave input adding to
the system carrier. This resulted in an apparent AM
0modulated carrier. Since the transitory oscillation occurs
at the resonant frequency and the resonant frequency of the
filter will produce this apparent AM modulated carrier.
The 50kc waveform that actually appears at the detector
electrodes is a distorted squarewave. Certain frequency
components of the waveform are close enough to the resonant
frequency of the filter to produce the transitory oscillation
referred to. This problem is pointed out to provide some
insight into the operation of the equipment and to perhaps
serve as a guide in its use.
V1 SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS
The subsystem configurations for both the ZCG and the VCG, being divided
into separate functional modules, require interconnecting cabling to
complete the operational systems. As contracted, the interconnecting
cabling and the electrode cabling was commercial -grade in nature, and
designed primarily to permit operational testing of the equipmea ,	In
the design of interconnecting and electrode cabling for flight use,
certain precautions should be observed. It is the intent of this section
to establish the guidelines for the design of flight cabling and to point
out some of the problems that may be encountered.
A.	 VCG SUBSYSTEM
Precautions relative to the cabling for the VCG Subsystem are important
in two areas only. The first of these is the electrode/Frank Lead
module cabling. The potential problems here involve noise and, depending
upon the cable length, common-mode-rejection. Inasmuch as the effects of
these 1roblems and methods of minimizing resulting errors are well-known
by NAM personnel as a result of their experience with ECG electrode
interconnecting cable experience, a discussion of these problems has not
been included. The second area of concern is the connecting cable between
the Frank Lead module and the X, Y and Z ECG Signal Conditioners. Attention
should be given to both the shielding and the lead lengths. Shielding
should be in accordance with the interconnecting diagrams supplied as part
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of the contact documentation.
Lead length constitutes a severe problem in that capacitive unbalances
in the interconnecting lines results in the generation of differential
signals in the presence of common-mode voltages. Because the lead
lengths are relatively short and the operating frequencies are quite low,
this problem may not be apparent or recognized to be as significant as it
in fact is. The magnitude of the effect of unbalanced . capacitance in
the, albiet, short interconnecting cables can be better appreciated by
understanding that it was necessary to incorporate trimming capacitance
in the Frank Lead Network as compensation.
Because of the impracticality of providing capacitive adjustment after the
modules were aligned, these capacitors were fixed and sealed with epoxy.
To insure that the trimming capacitors we , not compensating for
unbalances In the interconiAecting cabling, , the cabling was carefully
prepared to guarantee, as closely as possible, equal cable capacitance.
From the ideal standpoint, then, the trimming capacitors were adjusted
to compensate distributed capacitance in the Frank Lead Network. To
insure adequate common-mode-rejection through the entire system, then,
it is necessary only that the distributed capacitance of the inter-
connecting cabling in any future d "J'Ja6 be maintained equal.
The rest of the cabling required to interconnect the VCG Subsystem is
not critical and should not constitute a design concern.
0
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7B.	 ZCG SUBSYSTEM
Interconnecting cabling for the ZCG Subsystem is important from a design
standpoint only for electrode/module interconnection. These inter-
connecting cables carry the high frequency carrier,
	
	 y	 g	 q	 y	 , and because of the
effects of distributed capacitance must be carefully designed. The
remainder of the subsystem cabling provides the interconnection to power
and low frequency data signals, and therefore requires no extraordinary
design and fabrication consideration.
The cable capacitance of the electrode leads connecting the current
source module and outer thorax electrodes should be minimized. The
output circuit is broadly tuned, with the cable capacitance constituting
a part of the tuning capacitance. Should the cable capacitance become
large, the circulating tank current will impose a heavy load on the output
circuit. Also,
	
capacitance would tune the output circuit such
that it was net capacitive. Both of these effects will degrade the
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accuracy of the current source. It is recommended that the interconnecting
cable be as short as possible, and that the cable type chosen exhibits
minimum capacitance.
The cabling connecting the inner thorax electrodes to the differential
amplifier warrants special attention. The effects of capacitance in this
circuit are neutralized by providing signal drive to the shields. Because
it is necessary to drive the shields at as close to unity as possible to
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effectively neutralize capacitance, and because the closer to unity that
the cables are driven the greater the tendancy to oscillate, it is
important to consider the effect of excessive cable capacitance on .,
stability of the system. If the cable capacitance becomes excessive, the
drive amplifiers are unduly loaded and the stability margin of the system
decreases.	 It is therefore recommended that minimum length cable be
employed which is chara;terized by relatively low capacitance per foot.
Differences in cable lengths are effectively differences in load capacity,
rand will the.efore differences 	 n	 he neutralizationresult in slighti	 tof
the system.	 These differences, ii relatively large, will result in
system errors. As a consequence, it is further recommended that the
differences in the cable lengths to the thorax electrodes be minimized.
If the precautions outlined above are observed in the design and
manufacture of the electrode/module cabling, no difficulty should be
encountered relative to the system erformance. While it is importantY	 P	 P
to obse-.:ve the physical character of the cabling as indicated above,
careful attention was given to the design of the equipment to insure
that a reasonable range of cable parameters could be tolerated without
degradation of system performance.
.	 1
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APPENDIX A
SUMMARY OF CONTRACT MODIFICATIONS
10,
MODIFICATION 1 - 3/3/66
This Modification concerns change of delivery addresses.
MODIFICATION 2 - 3/15/66
Modification 2 alters the calibration requirements for the ECG
Signal Conditioner associated with the VCG Subsystem.
MODIFICATION 3 - 8/9/66
This Modification reflected a major change in the program scope
of work. As a result of this Modification, changes in performance
requirements, configuration, deliverable items,*and contract
schedules occurred.
MODIFICATION 4 - 8/12/66
Modification 4 changed the dimensional requirements imposed on the
signal conditioner modules,
MODIFICATION 5 - 9/19/66
Changes in the dimensions of the Converter were covered by this
Modification, in addition to a correction relative to dimensions
called out in NASA Modification No. 4.
MODIFICATION 6 - 10/10/66
Vibration and qualification reference document requirements were
definitized.
r
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MODIFICATION 7
Subsystem module nomenclature was defined by this Modification.
MODIFICATION 8 - 11/21/66
This Modification served as a correction to Modification 7.
MODIFICATION 9 - 12/23/66
Modification 9 affected performance requirements of the following
subsystems to the extent indicated.
VCG Subsystem:	 Deleted timing requirement.
DC-DC Converter: Modified requirements.
ZCG Subsystem:	 Changed and/or redefined Specification
relative to transient suppression, noise,
and current source impedance.
MODIFICATION 10 - 1/13/67
This Modification reflected changes in the weight and dimensions
of certain of the subsystem signal. conditioners. Additionally,
it defined Specification paragraph renumbering.
MODIFICATION 11 - 2/20/67
Modification 11 reflected contractual price adjustments for
Modifications 7 and 8.
A-2
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MODIFICATION 12 - 1967
This Modification to the Contract definitized measurement
techniques and requirements relative to the ZCG Subsystem
output noise.
MODIFICATION 13 - 10/5/67
Modification 13 reflected changes in delivery requirements
and Contract price adjustments resulting from Modifications
1, 2, 4, 5, 6, and 10.
MODIFICATION 14 - 12/6/67
Transferred authority for final inspection and acceptance
of all work on Item 2 of the Contract from NASA/Manned
Spacecraft Center to the Defense Contract Administration
Services District, Van Nuys, California
MODIFICATION 15 - August 1967
Modification 15 reflected adjustments in item delivery
schedules and Contract price.
F
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APPENDIX B
SUBSYSTEMS DOCUMENTATION
r	 -
PCG SUBSYSTEM
Drawing No.
Subsystem
104262
104375
Signal Conditioner
PL104524
104523
104526
104527
104522
104521
104525
104528
104561
104562
Title
Design Acceptance Test Procedure
Design Acceptance Test Data Sheets
Parts List
Schematic
Outline Drawing
Final Assembly
Component Parts Board
Component Parts Assembly
Case Drawing
Nameplates
End Item Test Procedure
End Item Test Data Sheets
Transducer
PL104119
	
Parts List
104119
	
Final Assembly
104111-2	 Nameplates
102761	 Component Parts Assembly
B-1
EEG SUBSYSTEM
Drawing No. Title
PL104173 Parts List
104175 Schematic
104172 Outline Drawing
104173 Final Assembly
104179 Component Parts Board
104178 Component Parts Assembly
104176 Case Drawing
104177 Nameplates
104410 Design Acceptance Test Procedure
104183 Design Acceptance Test Data Sheets
104182, End Item Test Procedure
104183 End Item Test Data Sheets
104184 Qualification Test Procedure
104185 Qualification Test Data Sheets
104432 Reliability Analysis
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VCG SUBSYSTEM
Drawing No.
Subsystem
104315
104684
104683
104677
104678
104601
104602
Title
Power Requirements
Design Acceptance Test Procedure
Design Acceptance Test Data Sl. , ,ts
End Item Test Procedure
End Item Test Data Sheets
Qualification Test Procedure
Qualification Test Data Sheets
Frank Lead Network
PL10438L
104380
104386
104384,
104382
104383
104385
104387
104434
104400
Parts List
Schematic
Outline Drawing
Final Assembly
Component Parts Board
Component Parts Assembly
Case Drawing
Nameplates
Reliability Analysis
Wiring Diagram
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0VCG SUBSYSTEM (font' d . )
r
Drawing No.
Control and Calibrate
PL104391
104390
104396
104394
104392
104393
104395
104397
104433
Title
Parts List
Schematic
Outline Drawing
Final Assembly
Component Parts Board
Component Parts Assembly
Case Drawing
Nameplates
Reliability Analysis
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FDC-DC CONVERTER
Drawing No. Title
PL104685 Parts List
104688 Final Assembly
104686 Com:u,,0nent Parts Assembly
104727 Component Parts Board
104689 Outline Drawing
104681 Schematic
104694 Case Potting
104695 Nameplates
104682 Transformer
104690 RF Shield I
104691 RF Shield II
104692 RF Shield III
104723 Coil (Toroid)
104763 End Item Test Procedure
104764 End Item Test Data Sheets
104728 Reliability Analysis
104734 Qualification Test Procedure
104735 Qualification Test Data Sheets
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ZCC SUBSYSTEM
0
Title
Design Acceptance Test Procedure
Design Acceptance Test Data Sheets
End Item Test Procedure
End Item Test Pata Sheets
Parts List
Schematic
Outline Drawing
Final Assembly
Component Parts Board
Component Parts,Assembly
Case Drawing
Nameplates
Farts List
Schematic
Outline Drawing
Final Assembly
Component Parts Board
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DrawinS No.
System
104262
104375
104559
104560
Current Source
PL104424
104423
104447
104448
104422
104421
104425
104449
Calibrate Module
PL104429
104428
104518
104519
104427-2
el
...
ZCG SUBSYSTEM (Cont'd.)
Drawing No.	 Title
104426
	
Component Parts Assembly
104430
	
Case Drawing
104520
	
Nameplates
104439
	
Reliability Analysis
L1Z^	 ©Z Amplifier
PL104414 Parts List
104413 SchemaLi--
104441 Outline Drawing
104442 Final Assembly
104412 Component Parts Board
104411 Component Parts Assembly
104415 Case Drawing
104443 Nameplates
104437 Reliability Analysis
Differential Amplifier and Detector
PL104419 Parts List
104418 Schematic
104444 Outline Drawing
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2CG SUBSYSTEM (Cont'd.)
Drawing No. Tie tle
104445 Final Assembly
104417 Component Parts Board
104416 Component Parts Assembly
104420 Case Drawing
104446 Nameplates
104438 Reliability Analysis
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APPENDIX C
,lip.
SUBSYSTEM SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS
}FIGURE 1 PCG SIGNAL CONDITIONER
FIGURE 2 EEG SIGNAL CONDITIONER
FIGURE 3 FRANK LEAD NETWORK
FIGURE 4 CONTROL AND CALIBRATE MODULE
FIGURE 5 DC-DC CONVERTER
FIGURE 6 CURRENT SOURCE
FIGURE 7 CALIBRATE MODULE
FIGURE 8 AZ AND tai AMPLIFIER
FIGURE 9 DIFFERENTIAL AMPLIFIER AND DETECTOR
FIGURE 10 ECG SIGNAL CONDITIONER
104523
104175
104380	
A
104390
104681
104423
104428
104413
104418
104223
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APPENDIX D
COMMON-MODE -REJECTION ANALYSIS
CiC
ec
FACTORS IN CMR RATIO DEGRADATION
VCG SUBSYSTEM
INTRODUCTION
This brief technical discussion of factors in CMR ratio is related to the VCG
Subsystem performance, and represents the kind of analysis carried out in
performance of the contract. Results are graphically presented in Figures 4,
5, and 6,
Vi ux-e i (A.cplets a cli ferential amplifier supplied by differential (e d) and
common mode (e o ) signal sources exhibiting output impedances, R  and Rb.
The input impedance of the amplifier is assumed balanced and has a value, each
input to common, of R.
TFIGURE 1
Since the common mode ► :_ °. is the object of this discussion, assume that
cad is zero, as shown in Figure 2.
D- 1
cc J
Jelo C
FIGURE '2
The common mode rejection ratio is defined as:
Ad
A
c
whe r e:
Ad is the differential gain, and
Ac is the common mode gain.
Expressed in db,
Addb (CMR) = 20 109 10 Ac
If we assume an ideal differential amplifier with infinite t;ommon mode rejection,
any output voltage resulting from the application of the coinmon mode voltage, ec,
is due to the difference in the voltages appearing at the input terminals of the
amplifier, multiplied by the differential gain, A d . The difference in voltages is
D _
(l)
the result of unbalanced voltage dividers R R R and R R R .a	 b
The voltage at the :,nput terminals then is the output voltage, e oc , divided by
the differential gain, Ad , or:
e
e	
oc	 ( )
in - Ad	 2
The input voltage, e in , as generated by unbalanced, input voltage dividers is:
e R
	
e R
C	 _	 c
e in - R+Ra	R + R b
or:
ecR (Rb - Ra)
e in - (R + Ra) (R + Rb) = Ke c	(3)
where:
K
R (Rb - Ra)
-
- (R + R a ) (R + Rb)
Equating (2) and (3),
e
c 
= A 
cKe 	 (4)
d
The common mode gain for the system is the ratio of the common mode output
voltage, e oc , to the common mode input voltage, ec.
That i s:
e 0 
A =
c e
C
(5)
D - 3	 a
•	 E
...........	 .........	 :. ..: ..	 ..	 .........	 ....... .._	 ...	 ...	 ...,...........,	 ,.,..:..,,,,;....	 ...,.,.....^.:.. ,.,.....^......,..^e.... 	 ^.,:.....,.e..u^.	 :.^s.^w.. v...^e.:.:wuc.ia:.suwiv^rvar 	....	 ,. _.	 ...>a. . ^rw.timww3ura.tuw^.«udv
1
,rr
This ratio from Equation (4) is:
e
A c = e c = KAd
	(6)
c
Substituting A c = KAd in Equation (1), the definition of common mode rejection
ratio,
1db (CMR) - 201og10 K
For convenience, let 11, be expressed as a power (a) of 10.
K = 10^
Then,
db(C'MR) = 2 0 (Cr)	 1
For a given common Triode rejection Q,
Q _ Q
20
Substituting for K and a in Equation (7),
1	 Q/20R ( Rb - Ra )	 = 10
(R + R a ) (R + Rb)
or:
(R + R a ) (R + Rb) = 1OQ/20
R(Rb - Ra)
If we let R  = y Rb , where 0 =- y s 1, then:
(7)
(8)
(g)
D 4
Rb (R = Y) (R + 1)
b	 b	 10Q/20R(1 -Y)
Now assume that R^^ 1, then:
b
R	 = 10Q/20
Rb (1 
- Y)
The percentage deviation of R  from R  is:
- Rb - Ra
P 
	
(102)Rb
Since R  = YRb)
P = ( 1 - Y) 102
Solving for (1 - "Y ) in Equation (10),
1 - y = R 10-Q/20Rb
P = (1 - Y) 102 _ R 10 -Q/20 + 2
R 
_ Q-40
P = R 10 ( 20 )
R 
A similar analysis of the general case shown in Figure 3 results in:
( Zb + z  + zd)	
-Q/20(1 - Y A) -
	
2;,	
10
(10)
(11)
(12)
(13)
D - 5
FIGURE 3
CC, 
c
D 6
t
where:
z i =	 1
-'b + Z + Zc	 d
Z
Y = a
'b
Z
= 'd
Q = common mode rejection ratio in db
01
Figure 4 graphically illustrates the relationship between common mode rejection
and percent unbalance in the series resistances R a and Rb under the conditions
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indicated in Figure 2. The curve for finite R„ is derived from the general
Equation (13).
The effect of stray capacitance in the Frank Lead Network can be simply shown
by assuming that this stray capacitance is lumped and placed in parallel with
the input resistance R. This input resistance then becomes Z  and Z  as
shown in Figure 3. To avoid complication, assume that Z  is infinite and that
Z  = Ra, z  = Rb.
From Equation (13),
y I^	 1 - z  10-Q/20ti	 Rb
z y	 This equati-•n is graphically presented in Figure 5 for various values of R
b
and Q. If the amplifier is not idea l
 from the standpoint of CMR, additional
system CMR degradation occurs.
t	 This modifies Equation (13) to include the factor 10 -A/20 as shown in Equation
(17). The derivation consists of changing eoc to eoc1:
e
e oc^ -	 (A c ) + K e c	 A d	(14)d
w1ie re:
e	 .
oc represents the differential voltage appearing at the
Ad
output as referred to the input, resulting from a
non-ideal amplifier. This term is added to the term
representing the differential voltage produced by the
1	 .
unbalanced input network.
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